
The Democrats Are Already Buying the Immigrant-invaders’ Votes

Description

USA: America is the only country in history in which immigrant-invaders can walk into the country
illegally, be detained, and collect $1 million per family for the trauma of being detained.

Isn’t it great! Immigrant-invaders can bring lawsuits because they were stopped from illegally entering
our country. Biden is using the orchestrated threat of immigrant-invader lawsuits to award every
frustrated immigrant invader $450,000 not to sue. It is an orchestration, because there is no basis in
law for a person to sue because his illegal entry is blocked. A person who breaks the law cannot sue
because the consequences do not suit him. How can America survive led by a party as corrupt as
Democrats?

How dare President Trump stop these people from walking in and stretching the resources of American
cities, as in Brownsville, Texas, to provide for them. The trauma of rejection was too much for the
illegals. Their lawyers are demanding $3.4 million per “family” in restitution.

The American taxpayers who will have to pay for the Democrats’ vote-buying will themselves never
experience such fortunes as they are about to fund for illegal immigrant-invaders.

When you think about this, who does it pay to be, a broke American or a rich immigrant-invader?

Here is the Wall Street Journal Report:

“WASHINGTON—The Biden administration is in talks to offer immigrant families that were separated
during the Trump administration around $450,000 a person in compensation, according to people
familiar with the matter, as several agencies work to resolve lawsuits filed on behalf of parents and
children who say the government subjected them to lasting psychological trauma.

“The U.S. Departments of Justice, Homeland Security, and Health and Human Services are
considering payments that could amount to close to $1 million a family, though the final numbers could
shift.” https://www.wsj.com/articles/biden-administration-in-talks-to-pay-hundreds-of-millions-to-
immigrant-families-separated-at-border-11635447591 
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I would expect the tens of millions of Hispanics already here to meld into this crowd and collect as well.
Any American who can pass for a Hispanic should get in on the largess.

Here is another report: https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2021/10/28/report-biden-considers-paying-
border-crossers-450k-each-in-reparations/ 

How come Honduran “border crossers” (the latest euphemism for illegal entry) can be awarded six-
figure “damage awards” for being “mistreated” in detention centers, but Julian Assange, who has had
to endure 10 years of mistreatment, cannot, and neither can Majid Khan, who spent 17 years being
tortured in CIA “black sites.” https://www.rt.com/usa/538861-khan-cia-torture-testimony/ 

It is a perfect plan. Republican taxpayers will be forced to finance the rise of the Democrat One-Party
State. Democrat voters—graveyards, illegals, and crooked voting machines—don’t pay taxes.

Once the Democrats create their one-party state, the white Democrats are going to discover that their
“rainbow coalition” doesn’t need or want them.

The destruction of our country is occurring in front of our eyes and nothing is done to stop it. Americans
who vote Democrat speed their own destruction.
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